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Thread: Deeper/stronger reset??????????
DavidWebb - November 25, 2016, 1:11 pm

DOES IT EXIST???????
Don't know if this is in the correct section, but I hope it is. I've been using Xist spray (waiting for oil
to come in) and it seems to be ok, but it got me wondering if there is something to combo with it to
create a stronger/deeper reset. Maybe P96 or A-Thdoc? I've searched and haven't seen anything as
of yet. Hopefully the more experienced members have some insight. Thanks!
Androcles - November 25, 2016, 1:48 pm

Winning the lottery helps me. Great combo with Venom. All of a sudden everyone looks at me
differently.
How about improving yourself? It's much easier and more reliable.
theLaw - November 25, 2016, 2:30 pm

You stated in another post that you have already used Xist for 2 weeks with no response.......with
daily wear this is more than enough time for it to work.
Maybe the mones aren't the problem.........
+1 for self improvement
DavidWebb - November 25, 2016, 3:20 pm

Thanks guys.
Fortunately or unfortunately(since it's not the obvious problem), this isn't an "improve yourself" type
of situation. I have a career in education, well groomed, I'm a personal trainer and keep in shape I'm
5'8 180lbs, sub 4.6 40yd, 405lb squat/set 10rep, etc, you get the idea. I'm a great father(wife says it
all the time), great provider, do thugs around the house (everything but cooking) and I'm agreat
friend to my wife . However my wife has had trust issues with me (I haven't cheated and I won't) in
the past and things are going downhill. So, right now she has "cut me off" emotionally because she
doesn't want to work on things and plans on going separate ways come this summer. I'm not leaving
before hand because we still get along very well, we work well together and I still have feelings for
her(obviously). That's the story in a nutshell.
So I've started working on myself from a psychological/mental point of view, attempting to create
trust and emotional connection with the wife and using mones to aid in the process.
Xist spray has worked very little, I'm waiting on the oil.
Spars - November 25, 2016, 3:29 pm

You'll get there quicker by reading a book called "For Men Only" than you will trying everything
under the sun. You probably just missed the class on how women are wired when in a relationship.
Before dumping more money on the fire that could throw off her emotional balance and make her
more unstable (or you), id try reading this book and a few others FiRST.

It's been said time and time again that mones won't work on an SO or people you already are
established with. Not my experience necessarily, but many of the veterans (longer than me) here
have preached it.
DavidWebb - November 25, 2016, 3:39 pm

I will take a look at that book as well and add it to the list of books I have.
I interpreted their reviews a bit differently. I understood that they would take longer to work. I've
know my so for about 6-7yrs, so I'm not expecting Xist (for example) to work in a few days. I'm using
mones as a long term aide, just trying to get us into marriage counseling because I'm sure it would
work once we're there. But it requires her to open up a bit
theLaw - November 25, 2016, 3:44 pm

(11-25-2016 10:20 AM)DavidWebb Wrote: &nbsp;Thanks guys.
Fortunately or unfortunately(since it's not the obvious problem), this isn't an "improve yourself" type
of situation. I have a career in education, well groomed, I'm a personal trainer and keep in shape I'm
5'8 180lbs, sub 4.6 40yd, 405lb squat/set 10rep, etc, you get the idea. I'm a great father(wife says it
all the time), great provider, do thugs around the house (everything but cooking) and I'm agreat
friend to my wife . However my wife has had trust issues with me (I haven't cheated and I won't) in
the past and things are going downhill. So, right now she has "cut me off" emotionally because she
doesn't want to work on things and plans on going separate ways come this summer. I'm not leaving
before hand because we still get along very well, we work well together and I still have feelings for
her(obviously). That's the story in a nutshell.
So I've started working on myself from a psychological/mental point of view, attempting to create
trust and emotional connection with the wife and using mones to aid in the process.
Xist spray has worked very little, I'm waiting on the oil.
Red Flags:
1-You actually think that you're looks play any significant role in this.......to the point that you even
posted your exercise metrics........seriously?
2-"I'm a great friend to my wife"..........she's your wife......not your friend. The fact that you don't
understand this boundary is a problem.
3-If you have given her no explicit reason to have trust issues......then why would you accept her
reaction as such?
I'm willing to bet that your day to day life is dictated by your wife's emotional state............it's called
being p*ssy-whipped (nice word for coward). If you put healthy boundaries in place, and grow some
self-esteem, a healthy relationship will follow (which might not be with her).
If she wants a divorce........then give it to her, but make sure she understands that there are
consequences to her actions.
What happens when a husband puts his foot down after 20+ years of marriage, and completely
changes his relationship...........over a Cinnabon.
http://beigephillip.com/2016/11/22/ep235-mr-cinnabons/
Cheers!

Spars - November 25, 2016, 3:47 pm

As I see, (which isn't the best angle) that's all on you. If she's decided not to be open to you,
smelling pheromones is not going to make her brain tell her conscious mind to be open to you.
There's too much history and pain there for her to forget all she "knows" because of what chemical
signals you'd send her.
DEFINITELY get that book. I really think it will have a lot for you and your particular situation.
Helped me "decode" some things too, but I wasn't facing the hard times that you are.
Androcles - November 25, 2016, 4:01 pm

We see this exact same scenario every couple of months. Nothing new. Same fodder. All this does
is generate forum activity about Xist. It's quite obvious.
Of course you got yourself together DavidWebb, it can eliminate self-improvement and put the
focus back on Xist sales. Xist to fix all relationships. Great promotional feature for today. Xist...Xist.
Let's talk about Xist.
Next, lets talk about Xist combos. That way we can buy Xist for the holidays AND something else.
Ho,Ho, Ho.
There isn't a thread that posts Xist fixed their relationship or marraige. Only threads like this that
ask a question to generate another Xist discussion.
If you're not a promo troll, I'm saying all this to let you know there are better options than mones you
should consider for help.
Emotional detachment is a bigger issue than any mone can help with and certainly asking
anonymous people to get involved in a way under the conditions that you will only accept is just silly.
DavidWebb - November 25, 2016, 5:18 pm

Law, you come off as an asshole, but you have some good points. Thanks brother.
(11-25-2016 10:44 AM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;Red Flags:
1-You actually think that you're looks play any significant role in this.......to the point that you even
posted your exercise metrics........seriously?
I don't believe looks play a significant role, but I know it is always brought up. Metrics are there for
proof, nothing more.
2-"I'm a great friend to my wife"..........she's your wife......not your friend. The fact that you don't
understand this boundary is a problem.
She isn't my friend, but we get along very well. I'm pointing out that I'm not some asshole. Maybe I
should've just said I'm not some asshole to my wife.
3-If you have given her no explicit reason to have trust issues......then why would you accept her
reaction as such?
Good point. There is more to it than I might have posted.
I'm willing to bet that your day to day life is dictated by your wife's emotional state............it's called
being p*ssy-whipped (nice word for coward). If you put healthy boundaries in place, and grow some

self-esteem, a healthy relationship will follow (which might not be with her).
Now that you mention, as of late have been slightly dictated by her emotional state. Def not what I
would want. Thanks for pointing it out.

If she wants a divorce........then give it to her, but make sure she understands that there are
consequences to her actions.
She hasn't asked for a divorce yet. I'm trying to avoid it because we have 3 kids and all other
aspects of our marriage/relationship are good.
What happens when a husband puts his foot down after 20+ years of marriage, and completely
changes his relationship...........over a Cinnabon.
http://beigephillip.com/2016/11/22/ep235-mr-cinnabons/
Cheers!
RussianWolf - November 25, 2016, 5:25 pm

Change your strategy. Maybe wear Bliss, so she feels happy to be in your presence.
Maybe a drastic change to your signature is what you desire. It is difficult to change a perception
after knowing a person for that long. So, I would say don't go skimpy on the dosage of whatever
you choose.
Perhaps AM for more sexuality, or L2K.
What have u got to lose?
Good luck.
theLaw - November 25, 2016, 5:25 pm

Cheers!

DavidWebb - November 25, 2016, 5:28 pm

(11-25-2016 10:47 AM)Spars Wrote: &nbsp;As I see, (which isn't the best angle) that's all on you. If
she's decided not to be open to you, smelling pheromones is not going to make her brain tell her
conscious mind to be open to you. There's too much history and pain there for her to forget all she
"knows" because of what chemical signals you'd send her.
DEFINITELY get that book. I really think it will have a lot for you and your particular situation.
Helped me "decode" some things too, but I wasn't facing the hard times that you are.
I understand what you're saying. I'll move the book to the top of my reading list. Times are hard, but
they could def be worse. Thanks (11-25-2016 11:01 AM)Androcles Wrote: &nbsp;We see this exact
same scenario every couple of months. Nothing new. Same fodder. All this does is generate forum
activity about Xist. It's quite obvious.
Of course you got yourself together DavidWebb, it can eliminate self-improvement and put the
focus back on Xist sales. Xist to fix all relationships. Great promotional feature for today. Xist...Xist.
Let's talk about Xist.
Next, lets talk about Xist combos. That way we can buy Xist for the holidays AND something else.
Ho,Ho, Ho.

There isn't a thread that posts Xist fixed their relationship or marraige. Only threads like this that
ask a question to generate another Xist discussion.
If you're not a promo troll, I'm saying all this to let you know there are better options than mones you
should consider for help.
Emotional detachment is a bigger issue than any mone can help with and certainly asking
anonymous people to get involved in a way under the conditions that you will only accept is just silly.
Thanks for your input. Will keep that in mind. (11-25-2016 12:25 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;Cheers!

Lmfao
DavidWebb - November 25, 2016, 5:32 pm

(11-25-2016 12:25 PM)RussianWolf Wrote: &nbsp;Change your strategy. Maybe wear Bliss, so
she feels happy to be in your presence.
Maybe a drastic change to your signature is what you desire. It is difficult to change a perception
after knowing a person for that long. So, I would say don't go skimpy on the dosage of whatever
you choose.
Perhaps AM for more sexuality, or L2K.
What have u got to lose?
Good luck.
That's a plausible strategy. I would still want to keep a congruent pheromone signature so I would
go too alpha.
Dblr619 - November 25, 2016, 8:17 pm

If you haven't given her any reason to suspect you but she is having trust issues and she's cut you
off, physically and emotionally, then I would STRONGLY suspect cheating on HER part.
She is throwing some VERY serious red flags dude!
I suggest dread game.
Ghost her.
Give her a big taste, in every way, of life without you in it.
DO NOT TRY TO PLEASE HER OR CAPITULATE IN ANY WAY!!!
It will only make things worse and end your relationship.
He may seem abrasive but TheLaw is dead on.....
Alpha and cops as far as mones go.
I wish you success and nothing but the best for your family.

Sad as it is, the one who cares least in a relationship wins.
DavidWebb - November 25, 2016, 8:48 pm

(11-25-2016 3:17 PM)Dblr619 Wrote: &nbsp;If you haven't given her any reason to suspect you but
she is having trust issues and she's cut you off, physically and emotionally, then I would
STRONGLY suspect cheating on HER part.

She is throwing some VERY serious red flags dude!
I suggest dread game.
Ghost her.
Give her a big taste, in every way, of life without you in it.
DO NOT TRY TO PLEASE HER OR CAPITULATE IN ANY WAY!!!
It will only make things worse and end your relationship.
He may seem abrasive but TheLaw is dead on.....
Alpha and cops as far as mones go.
I wish you success and nothing but the best for your family.

Sad as it is, the one who cares least in a relationship wins.
Thanks for the response. There is more to the trust issue that I didn't go into detail with. I'm not
delusional, but she has her reasons to have certain trust issues. Our relationship is one that let
something snowball, we're both at fault. It snowballed because so many other things work so
perfectly between us.
But yes, TheLaw had some good insight. Alpha and cops are the way to go. RussianWolf also
mentioned going the dramatic phero signature route. I'm considering doing that, in conjunction to
other things.
IAmGoddess - November 25, 2016, 10:15 pm

My 2 cents here, just reading your original post and some of your follow ups to other comments, it
seems evident to me that you're withholding a possibly crucial factor of cause with her distrust. You
first played it off like she was irrationally distrustful of you, then later you admit you might not have
disclosed the full facts about that. Then you seem to agree with another poster about possibly
feeling passive to control by her emotions (pussywhipped make you a victim here). Then, you
mention how you're both at fault.
Really?
I don't know the truth either way, but this sounds like you're denying personal responsibility for
something, allowing her to be painted out as irrational and emotionally manipulative, all the while
intending to try to manipulate the current state of affairs with her through use of pheromones
(wishful thinking).
Now, I understand it can be difficult to own up to our own shit. Apologies are seen as weak, and
people like to selfishly milk what they perceive as debts. But if you never do this, you are always in
opposition to a healthy loving relationship. So, without framing her side in any light, can you just
focus and take responsibility for YOU? A poster suggested a book. I think that's a viable suggestion.
I disagree with the poster who suggested you ghost her. "Ghosting" is a passive display of
neediness when it's done intentionally to elicit a response from another person. It's manipulation and
control. People who are dominantly secure in themselves don't do stuff like this. They have no need
to fake it. They are more positive action, less negative reaction, understand?
And this: "Sad as it is, the one who cares least in a relationship wins." mimics the real truth that
people who are secure and happy no matter the circumstances of their relationships are the most

attractive and desirable. These people don't feel the need to control outcomes so they happen to be
more carefree, open, and loving.
My suggestion is, own up to your own fault in this. Don't expect that a magical spray is going to
zombify her back into loving you. And you could possibly consider a trust enhancing blend to ease
you both into making the real effort to mend your relationship... which means real communication
and real applicable long term solutions. This requires that you actually try. See if you're willing to do
that.
HappyGoSkillfully - November 25, 2016, 10:16 pm

I think Dblr619 is on to something...and so is theLaw too
LoveInSpain - November 25, 2016, 11:26 pm

One of the most effective ways of rekindling a partners interest in you is making yourself valuable on
the marketplace. You'll have to do this discretely. The idea is to let her know that because you have
other options, she isn't dictating your happiness any more. Get a new look, go out more often, wear
cops and an alpha product day and night. If she asks anything, be evasive. Look and act confident
and happy.
There is a high probability that the monotonous day to day life has either led her to another man, or
she has decided to seek someone else and is interested someone. Denial won't make this go away.
No woman abandons a good relationship if she hasn't got something better to fall into. If she
subconsciously feels that you are in demand, she will desire you more. Xist won't help you.
Triggering her jealousy might.
Personally I would tell her to f**k off and then sleep with two of her closest friends. But if you insist
upon dragging this out, Cops +Ascend, Cops + BW, or SOB. Just don't act like a wuss with these or
you'll creep her out.
DavidWebb - November 26, 2016, 1:32 am

(11-25-2016 5:15 PM)IAmGoddess Wrote: &nbsp;My 2 cents here, just reading your original post
and some of your follow ups to other comments, it seems evident to me that you're withholding a
possibly crucial factor of cause with her distrust. You first played it off like she was irrationally
distrustful of you, then later you admit you might not have disclosed the full facts about that. Then
you seem to agree with another poster about possibly feeling passive to control by her emotions
(pussywhipped make you a victim here). Then, you mention how you're both at fault.
Really?
I don't know the truth either way, but this sounds like you're denying personal responsibility for
something, allowing her to be painted out as irrational and emotionally manipulative, all the while
intending to try to manipulate the current state of affairs with her through use of pheromones
(wishful thinking).
Now, I understand it can be difficult to own up to our own shit. Apologies are seen as weak, and
people like to selfishly milk what they perceive as debts. But if you never do this, you are always in
opposition to a healthy loving relationship. So, without framing her side in any light, can you just
focus and take responsibility for YOU? A poster suggested a book. I think that's a viable suggestion.
I disagree with the poster who suggested you ghost her. "Ghosting" is a passive display of
neediness when it's done intentionally to elicit a response from another person. It's manipulation and
control. People who are dominantly secure in themselves don't do stuff like this. They have no need
to fake it. They are more positive action, less negative reaction, understand?

And this: "Sad as it is, the one who cares least in a relationship wins." mimics the real truth that
people who are secure and happy no matter the circumstances of their relationships are the most
attractive and desirable. These people don't feel the need to control outcomes so they happen to be
more carefree, open, and loving.
My suggestion is, own up to your own fault in this. Don't expect that a magical spray is going to
zombify her back into loving you. And you could possibly consider a trust enhancing blend to ease
you both into making the real effort to mend your relationship... which means real communication
and real applicable long term solutions. This requires that you actually try. See if you're willing to do
that.
Thanks for the response, I appreciate what you had to say.
That's def not the picture I intended on painting. I know I haven't given all the details, because it
would be a bit drawn and I really don't feel comfortable sharing every detail. The truth is that there
have been trust issues between my wife and I, she is the one that is feeling more hurt about what is
going on and has decided that it has been enough for her to step away. I'm not stating that she has
been irrational or emotionally manipulative, because she does have her own valid reasons to feel a
certain way. However, I'm also stating that I believe that we both are at fault and that due to both of
us we have reached this point. I admit that I've made my mistakes and had a part to play in this
(more than she does), but it def wasn't to the point of committing adultery. However, she is the one
that made the decision to "end things", so to a great degree I feel that I have more of a responsibility
to make things better. ("End things" because we are still living together till around the summer and
with every other aspect of our relationship we have a good dynamic)
Moving forward, I am and have been owning up to my mistakes and look to rebuild the relationship.
I've actually apologized and have been reading self help books on the topic, as well as others to
better myself as a person. I don't believe mones will magically "fix" things, but I was looking to see if
there was a way for them to be used as a "tool" to assist in the process. I don't see them as a
solution to my issue. I agree with you completely that it will take "real communication and real
applicable long term solutions" in order to move this forward. I have a few months to work on this
and don't expect things to change over night, so I'm not sitting on my ass and
hoping/wishing/praying it will fix itself. I'm actually doing whatever it takes to make this work.
Your suggestion of a trust enhancing blend would actually be a valid option and one that I would
consider.[/color]
DrChocolate - November 26, 2016, 1:48 am

(11-25-2016 10:20 AM)DavidWebb Wrote: &nbsp;However my wife has had trust issues with me (I
haven't cheated and I won't) in the past and things are going downhill. So, right now she has "cut me
off" emotionally because she doesn't want to work on things and plans on going separate ways
come this summer. I'm not leaving before hand because we still get along very well, we work well
together and I still have feelings for her(obviously). That's the story in a nutshell.
So I've started working on myself from a psychological/mental point of view, attempting to create
trust and emotional connection with the wife and using mones to aid in the process.
So hang on. Am I missing something? I think I defo am. Do u know for sure that ur wife cut ya off
emotionally? Or ya THINK that she's cut ya off emotionally?
From what am gathering here come summer you's two r getting a devorce. Is that correct? From
what I read about ya, u're in the U.S.? And come summer is next mid year?
That's the part I ain't clear about. Can ya validate that please DavidWebb. Waiting for ur reply to
throw ya me 2 cents. Thanks.

DavidWebb - November 26, 2016, 3:17 am

(11-25-2016 8:48 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;So hang on. Am I missing something? I think I
defo am. Do u know for sure that ur wife cut ya off emotionally? Or ya THINK that she's cut ya off
emotionally?
From what am gathering here come summer you's two r getting a devorce. Is that correct? From
what I read about ya, u're in the U.S.? And come summer is next mid year?
That's the part I ain't clear about. Can ya validate that please DavidWebb. Waiting for ur reply to
throw ya me 2 cents. Thanks.
She def has cut out the emotional part out. She has stated that she is hurt/heartbroken and doesn't
want to deal with "this". She doesn't care to rebuild the trust/emotional connection. However, we live
together and actually spend a few hours of the day together. She isn't completely trying to avoid me
(anymore), we don't go out alone (without the kids) and has started to open up a bit to
communication, but avoids most conversations that have to deal with the relationship(emotional
component). I'm slowly introducing certain conversations in attempts to reestablish an emotional
connection. My goal is to at least get us into marriage counseling/therapy, along with continuing to
work on it on our own.
Come summer (May/June) we need to move out and she has planned on moving out on her own
and expects the same from me.
Dblr619 - November 26, 2016, 4:13 am

(11-25-2016 10:17 PM)DavidWebb Wrote: &nbsp;She def has cut out the emotional part out. She
has stated that she is hurt/heartbroken and doesn't want to deal with "this". She doesn't care to
rebuild the trust/emotional connection. However, we live together and actually spend a few hours of
the day together. She isn't completely trying to avoid me (anymore), we don't go out alone (without
the kids) and has started to open up a bit to communication, but avoids most conversations that
have to deal with the relationship(emotional component). I'm slowly introducing certain
conversations in attempts to reestablish an emotional connection. My goal is to at least get us into
marriage counseling/therapy, along with continuing to work on it on our own.
Come summer (May/June) we need to move out and she has planned on moving out on her own
and expects the same from me.
Dude....seriously.....NO!!!!
NO marriage counseling. Pay money to be told how to fuck things up more???!!!!
No more pandering to her.
Start here and READ EVERYTHING on relationship/manning the fuck up.
heartiste.wordpress.com/the-sixteen-commandments
There's only ONE way back from where things are(IF there's a way back) and it sure as fuck ain't
giving in to her or being her companion /friend!
Beta pays/alpha lays, bro....all day, every day.
DrChocolate - November 26, 2016, 4:20 am

(11-25-2016 10:17 PM)DavidWebb Wrote: &nbsp;She def has cut out the emotional part out. She
has stated that she is hurt/heartbroken and doesn't want to deal with "this". She doesn't care to
rebuild the trust/emotional connection. However, we live together and actually spend a few hours of
the day together. She isn't completely trying to avoid me (anymore), we don't go out alone (without
the kids) and has started to open up a bit to communication, but avoids most conversations that
have to deal with the relationship(emotional component). I'm slowly introducing certain

conversations in attempts to reestablish an emotional connection. My goal is to at least get us into
marriage counseling/therapy, along with continuing to work on it on our own.
Come summer (May/June) we need to move out and she has planned on moving out on her own
and expects the same from me.
Oh okey. Am with ya. Am getting the picture here now.
Am gonna apologize in advance but my arse holeness is coming to ya, with the pure intention of
seeing YOU being with her for the rest of urs amd ur kids life. Okey? so bear it with me.
U'RE EXTREMELY BETA DAVID WEBBBBBB!!!! I need ya to do me a favor, slap ur face really
hard, cos ya need to man up. YOU wanna introduce marriage counseling??? That's the most gayest
beta s**t I heard for the day. By the looks of it theLaw is right. U defo ARE pu**y whipped. Seems
like if she gives u one u give her 3 more to compensate that one she gave u.
I used to think that me dad was an arse hole. But now I think he's the most alpha bloke I'll EVER
meet. Heck even am struggling to come to his level of alpha. He was never the angry alpha. But
more like the "I know how to control a situation and I can MAKE it right" kinda alpha. They've (me
mom and dad) been married for 32 years now. And they met each other about 35 years ago. Me
dad always and I mean ALWAYS used to give only 2 for 3 things that me mom gave him. And I
ACTUALLY read that same number in another blog and I can come to a conclusion that it works.
I've applied that with many of the girls I know,and surprisingly it works.
Double R 619 here is absolutely correct. I couldn't agree with him more. His quote
"The one who cares the least in a relationship, is the one who wins". Who WINS. So it is a game
or a battle or a tug of war. What ever ya wanna call it. It's a job u ain't getting paid for to keep
everything together. Ur wife ur kids ur neighbors ur family ur friends ur dog ur cat. From now on, my
seggestion, try to not give a flying fart in space for the next 6 months.
There's a good side in ur situation from the angel am seeing. And trust me there's ALWAYS a good
side for ANY situation. U just gotta change the angel u look at. And if ya still can't see a good side
from that angel,that's when ya need to go outside that box and start thinking outta the box.
So...
Good side: u have a few potential products. Xist is a potential product. In ME OWN humble opinion,
the spray version is BETTER. cos it hits quicker amd harder. Goa is the other good product. Cos it
hits so quick. In a blink of an eye. LITERALLY!! At least that's me own experience with it.
ME OWN SUGGESTION:Take it or leave it. And no harm done in any way, try the products on
OTHER girls ya know. Make sure ur wife KNOWS that other girls r falling for u. In the next 6 months,
show her that u're more valuable than u were before. By the looks of it, and I could be wrong, but it
seems to me that ur wife got suffocated by ur caring beta approaches. Leave her alone, for a while.
Not completely, but for a while. Give her some space for Christs sakes, u're trying to push her into
marriage counseling. That's soooo weird to me. Usually it's the wife who does that. So leave her
alone when she wants the space amd start talking to her only when she does with a hint of I DGAF.
Lemme spell it out to ya, that term stands for "I Don't Give A FART" I spelt fart cos the other word
could be too offensive to some.
There were times that me dad COMPLETELY ignored me mom. Well,,, she couldn't bear it for more
than 3 days, so she'd come up with something good to cook sometimes. And that's how she got his
attention back then. I saw that and I applied that in me own life, and guess what? IT works. so

ignorance IS bliss after all. But in ur case, it's different. U're married so am not saying u should treat
her like a ghost, but rather, slowly amd steadily start showing her that ya don't care too much. And
use those products on other girls ya know, and find a way to show ur wife that u're more valuable
than she thinks. U may hate me now David, but 10 20 30 50 70 years down the track u'll remember
me.
I admit it, I always say to meself that am NEVER gonna get married. But for u I only wish that u and
ur wife will stay together for ever and see ur kids together and see THEIR kids together. IN ONE
HOUSE. Not separately. All the best mate. Hope it'll work out for ya.
DrChocolate - November 26, 2016, 4:40 am

Oh shit. I just realized Double R 619. We posted the same kinda thing at the same time. 7 minutes
apart. Lol.
Cyber hi 5 mate.
Dblr619 - November 26, 2016, 4:44 am

(11-25-2016 5:15 PM)IAmGoddess Wrote: &nbsp;My 2 cents here, just reading your original post
and some of your follow ups to other comments, it seems evident to me that you're withholding a
possibly crucial factor of cause with her distrust. You first played it off like she was irrationally
distrustful of you, then later you admit you might not have disclosed the full facts about that. Then
you seem to agree with another poster about possibly feeling passive to control by her emotions
(pussywhipped make you a victim here). Then, you mention how you're both at fault.
Really?
I don't know the truth either way, but this sounds like you're denying personal responsibility for
something, allowing her to be painted out as irrational and emotionally manipulative, all the while
intending to try to manipulate the current state of affairs with her through use of pheromones
(wishful thinking).
Now, I understand it can be difficult to own up to our own shit. Apologies are seen as weak, and
people like to selfishly milk what they perceive as debts. But if you never do this, you are always in
opposition to a healthy loving relationship. So, without framing her side in any light, can you just
focus and take responsibility for YOU? A poster suggested a book. I think that's a viable suggestion.
I disagree with the poster who suggested you ghost her. "Ghosting" is a passive display of
neediness when it's done intentionally to elicit a response from another person. It's manipulation and
control. People who are dominantly secure in themselves don't do stuff like this. They have no need
to fake it. They are more positive action, less negative reaction, understand?
And this: "Sad as it is, the one who cares least in a relationship wins." mimics the real truth that
people who are secure and happy no matter the circumstances of their relationships are the most
attractive and desirable. These people don't feel the need to control outcomes so they happen to be
more carefree, open, and loving.
My suggestion is, own up to your own fault in this. Don't expect that a magical spray is going to
zombify her back into loving you. And you could possibly consider a trust enhancing blend to ease
you both into making the real effort to mend your relationship... which means real communication
and real applicable long term solutions. This requires that you actually try. See if you're willing to do
that.
This is all well and good, as well as articulate. I agree with most if not all of what you said.
Ghosting may be too extreme, maybe not, (despite your judgmental comment) but I stand

wholeheartedly by dread game in this circumstance.
There is a VERY high probability that she is at the VERY LEAST having an emotional affair and just
as likely more...
DrChocolate - November 26, 2016, 4:54 am

Lots to read WEBBBBBB! I bet ya wish ya didn't start this thread. But everyone here have only
ONE intention. To see ur marriage go for the next 50 + years.
All the best.
Dblr619 - November 26, 2016, 5:02 am

(11-25-2016 11:40 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Oh shit. I just realized Double R 619. We posted
the same kinda thing at the same time. 7 minutes apart. Lol.
Cyber hi 5 mate. I would think that's because what we are saying is self evident Dr.C...
(11-25-2016 11:54 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Lots to read WEBBBBBB! I bet ya wish ya didn't
start this thread. But everyone here have only ONE intention. To see ur marriage go for the next 50
+ years.
All the best.
^TRUTH^
DrChocolate - November 26, 2016, 5:13 am

True that!!!! Lol.
I honestly hope and wish he's gonna work things out.
See this is why I always say am NEVER gonna get married. What a massive SACK'A premium red
wine. Seeing the same face every morning when I wake up??? NOOOO waaaaay.
But hey, no disrespect for the married couples. Am only saying what "I" feel about it.

Dblr619 - November 26, 2016, 5:18 am

(11-25-2016 6:26 PM)LoveInSpain Wrote: &nbsp;One of the most effective ways of rekindling a
partners interest in you is making yourself valuable on the marketplace. You'll have to do this
discretely. The idea is to let her know that because you have other options, she isn't dictating your
happiness any more. Get a new look, go out more often, wear cops and an alpha product day and
night. If she asks anything, be evasive. Look and act confident and happy.
There is a high probability that the monotonous day to day life has either led her to another man, or
she has decided to seek someone else and is interested someone. Denial won't make this go away.
No woman abandons a good relationship if she hasn't got something better to fall into. If she
subconsciously feels that you are in demand, she will desire you more. Xist won't help you.
Triggering her jealousy might.
Personally I would tell her to f**k off and then sleep with two of her closest friends. But if you insist
upon dragging this out, Cops +Ascend, Cops + BW, or SOB. Just don't act like a wuss with these or
you'll creep her out.
Holy cap man, that is it....in a nutshell, that is exactly it.

I second SOB
DrChocolate - November 26, 2016, 5:24 am

(11-26-2016 12:18 AM)Dblr619 Wrote: &nbsp;Holy cap man, that is it....in a nutshell, that is exactly
it.
I couldn't agree with ya's more. It's the truth.
It makes no logical sense. But it's the truth.
DrChocolate - November 26, 2016, 5:31 am

Actually it does, scratch that part I said before. It makes sense cos god created Adam first, and
THEN eve. And eve was a bi product of one of Adams bone parts. So in theory Men r supposed to
lead. Amd women r supposed to follow. Cos of this set up.
So when that balance ain't concurred, she starts thinking, what the hell am I following about him???
So He needs to man the hell up like he's supposed to.
Am I correct to think that? What do u guys rekon?
I have a funny feeling am gonna get raped by the anti sexist community here. Lol.
BRING IT OOOOON!!!!
Dblr619 - November 26, 2016, 5:33 am

Whatever he does he MUST stay away from comfort and love mones!
Alpha/cops/socials
The closest I'd get to comfort would be Connections.
It can be steered MUCH to one's benefit if one knows how to frame....
He needs to make her rethink and realize that the last thing she wants in the world is to lose this
awesome steaming pile of man.
"Omg, other women want him?!"
Women are the exact opposite from men in countless ways.
For example...
When faced with a rival a man feels some base instinct shit.
Women don't want you unless other women do!!!!!
Think of it fellas....
When you had a gf, or two, (or three hehe) more and more women would practically throw it at you.
When in a dry spell, the longer it goes the harder it can be to break it. ESPECIALLY if your fap'n
it...talk about pussy repellent !
DrChocolate - November 26, 2016, 6:23 am

(11-26-2016 12:33 AM)Dblr619 Wrote: &nbsp;Whatever he does he MUST stay away from comfort
and love mones!
Alpha/cops/socials
The closest I'd get to comfort would be Connections.
It can be steered MUCH to one's benefit if one knows how to frame....
He needs to make her rethink and realize that the last thing she wants in the world is to lose this
awesome steaming pile of man.
"Omg, other women want him?!"

Women are the exact opposite from men in countless ways.
For example...
When faced with a rival a man feels some base instinct shit.
Women don't want you unless other women do!!!!!
Think of it fellas....
When you had a gf, or two, (or three hehe) more and more women would practically throw it at you.
When in a dry spell, the longer it goes the harder it can be to break it. ESPECIALLY if your fap'n
it...talk about pussy repellent !
EXACTLY!!! That's why I think, it's a good idea for him to use these mones to get OTHER women's
attention. But somehow it has to happen in front of his wife. Where his wife can ACTUALLY see it
for herself. Throw a hint of IDGAF and boom, he'll stay together forever.
DavidWebb - November 26, 2016, 1:02 pm

what's up assholes! haha. I'm not feeling any way about the way you guys responded, because I
chalk it up to bro talk. We're in the men's forum speaking like men and it's all good.
I don't regret posting anything. What you guys have to say are your opinions and it's on me to
interpret it and ultimately up to me take action.
I said it before, as of late I have been acting a bit beta because honestly I've NEVER been in this
position. I'm not up her ass all the time, but it is enough to be considered beta behavior. Had it been
a gf or wife w/o kids, I wouldn't GAF. But this is different due to the kids and I don't want this ship to
continue sinking.
As for acting as if there are other women or actually being with other women, that would only make
things worse because it is what got us here in the first place. She is under the impression that I was
cheating on her. So, it would be best if I only ACTED as if there were other females, just to give that
vibe off. In other words, there can't be any concrete evidence, but def have to be
As to other suggestions to be alpha and not GAF, those are viable options. Not ghost her
completely but def show her I have more value, by not GAF and alpha/cops/socials
DrChocolate - November 26, 2016, 1:13 pm

(11-26-2016 8:02 AM)DavidWebb Wrote: &nbsp;what's up assholes! haha. I'm not feeling any way
about the way you guys responded, because I chalk it up to bro talk. We're in the men's forum
speaking like men and it's all good.
I don't regret posting anything. What you guys have to say are your opinions and it's on me to
interpret it and ultimately up to me take action.
I said it before, as of late I have been acting a bit beta because honestly I've NEVER been in this
position. I'm not up her ass all the time, but it is enough to be considered beta behavior. Had it been
a gf or wife w/o kids, I wouldn't GAF. But this is different due to the kids and I don't want this ship to
continue sinking.
As for acting as if there are other women or actually being with other women, that would only make
things worse because it is what got us here in the first place. She is under the impression that I was
cheating on her. So, it would be best if I only ACTED as if there were other females, just to give that
vibe off. In other words, there can't be any concrete evidence, but def have to be
As to other suggestions to be alpha and not GAF, those are viable options. Not ghost her
completely but def show her I have more value, by not GAF and alpha/cops/socials
Fair'nuf. I genuinely hope it'll work out. Wish ya all the best mate.

theLaw - November 26, 2016, 1:29 pm

Quote:As for acting as if there are other women or actually being with other women, that would only
make things worse because it is what got us here in the first place. She is under the impression that
I was cheating on her.

Nothing to see here.......
DrChocolate - November 26, 2016, 1:31 pm

(11-26-2016 8:29 AM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;
Nothing to see here.......
Lol.
DavidWebb - November 26, 2016, 2:49 pm

(11-26-2016 8:29 AM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;
Nothing to see here.......
lol. I feel like I'm back in the locker room with the boys. Law comes out of nowhere with his a-hole
comment. hahaha. like I've said in prior posts, I'm looking to build the trust/emotional component of
the relationship.
I def need to stop acting Beta, because it isn't helping and I didn't do what she believes has been
done.
IAmGoddess - November 26, 2016, 3:20 pm

(11-25-2016 8:32 PM)DavidWebb Wrote: &nbsp;Thanks for the response, I appreciate what you
had to say.
That's def not the picture I intended on painting. I know I haven't given all the details, because it
would be a bit drawn and I really don't feel comfortable sharing every detail. The truth is that there
have been trust issues between my wife and I, she is the one that is feeling more hurt about what is
going on and has decided that it has been enough for her to step away. I'm not stating that she has
been irrational or emotionally manipulative, because she does have her own valid reasons to feel a
certain way. However, I'm also stating that I believe that we both are at fault and that due to both of
us we have reached this point. I admit that I've made my mistakes and had a part to play in this
(more than she does), but it def wasn't to the point of committing adultery. However, she is the one
that made the decision to "end things", so to a great degree I feel that I have more of a responsibility
to make things better. ("End things" because we are still living together till around the summer and
with every other aspect of our relationship we have a good dynamic)
Moving forward, I am and have been owning up to my mistakes and look to rebuild the relationship.
I've actually apologized and have been reading self help books on the topic, as well as others to
better myself as a person. I don't believe mones will magically "fix" things, but I was looking to see if
there was a way for them to be used as a "tool" to assist in the process. I don't see them as a
solution to my issue. I agree with you completely that it will take "real communication and real
applicable long term solutions" in order to move this forward. I have a few months to work on this
and don't expect things to change over night, so I'm not sitting on my ass and
hoping/wishing/praying it will fix itself. I'm actually doing whatever it takes to make this work.
Your suggestion of a trust enhancing blend would actually be a valid option and one that I would
consider.[/color]

If that's the case then, I second the trust blends again. This post sounds like you care more about a
positive end result which I see as good. Whether you stay together or separate, you want to have
some sort of trustful bond with the mother of your children.
I naturally feel defensive about some of the other comments here...as they show that some men are
suggesting crude and frankly weak solutions. I hope being a husband and father, you know better
than to take some of the advice that encourages you to act without integrity. You have a duty to take
care of your own happiness, but never at the direct expense of others. However if something is at
your own expense you absolutely should walk away and take care of you. Your children need to see
that if mommy and daddy split, they still care about and regard each other as good people.
I'm sure you already know what I'm saying..
Btw, I wholly believe love is never lost between two people. It's only ever obscured by issues. If you
want to stay with her, make it your ultimate intention. What I'm saying is, don't be one of those guys
who is hoping for his relationship to work but feels worried so is looking at other options, other
women, just in case.
LoveInSpain - November 26, 2016, 3:24 pm

(11-26-2016 9:49 AM)DavidWebb Wrote: &nbsp;lol. I feel like I'm back in the locker room with the
boys. Law comes out of nowhere with his a-hole comment. hahaha. like I've said in prior posts, I'm
looking to build the trust/emotional component of the relationship.
I def need to stop acting Beta, because it isn't helping and I didn't do what she believes has been
done.
It's a ploy of many women who cheat to mirror their guilt. (I know; I've shagged loads of married
women in my younger years). They are never to blame for acting the slut, it's always that the
husband is crap in bed, doesn't pay her enough attention, doesn't get on with her family, etc etc.
And the most common cause; to subconsciously justify their actions, they make believe that their
husband is cheating, or he cheated on her first. She'll do / say / invent anything to save her being
branded a slut.
"Leave you next summer"? Sure, her lover has probably promised to leave his wife before then. But
she won't swing to that branch until she's 100% sure of it. I've seen it all before. She's planned her
future down to the last detail.
I hope I'm wrong, but you should really be looking for the root cause of her behavior. If you feel like
you can handle an ugly disclosure, then you might be able to squeeze it out of her with Cohesion,
but wear it away from your own face or you'll end up blabbing to her your own insecurities. Apart
from that, man up, Cops + BW / Ascend, let her know that her insecure behavior is unacceptable
and is actually driving you to do what she has accused you of. And start building a social life outside
of your home. It will help you a lot now and even more after she's gone.
I understand that there are kids involved, but that can only influence your decision up to a certain
red line. I wish you the very best.
HappyGoSkillfully - November 26, 2016, 3:32 pm

Aaand you've most likely not been on the wrong end of a relationship where the other person has
already checked out. Where it did not matter how you acted or responded. So good for you
Goddess. I wouldn't wish that on anyone, actually yes I would.
But movie happy endings are there because we wish real life could actually be that way. But real

life just doesn't work that way. DDubs - the moment you realize you are being disrespected and you
get angry about it is the moment your happiness has a chance to come back. Love your kids more
than ever and tell your wife to snap the fuck out of it because you deserve better than what she's
supplying!
BOOM!
IAmGoddess - November 26, 2016, 3:39 pm

(11-25-2016 11:44 PM)Dblr619 Wrote: &nbsp;This is all well and good, as well as articulate. I agree
with most if not all of what you said.
Ghosting may be too extreme, maybe not, (despite your judgmental comment) but I stand
wholeheartedly by dread game in this circumstance.
There is a VERY high probability that she is at the VERY LEAST having an emotional affair and just
as likely more...
I also agree that in many modern relationships people are quick to have emotional affairs. It's like, if
they don't fuck no harm is done. But what they don't realize is this is what it means to be
unfaithful...like literally acting without faith in the relationship. If she's doing this, it's most certainly on
her.
I feel like OP needs to be alpha in the sense that he knows what he wants, acts according to his
own integrity, and absolutely does not settle for less. It could be possible that he's doing this but
we're the ones dragging out the personal issues. But in any case, this is good. He's seeing all
angles here. The angle that he needs to make sure he's not getting walked all over and that he
doesn't overcompensate for the brunt of the relationship problems is also super crucial. IMO you
guys are right to want to make sure this doesn't happen.
Dblr619 - November 26, 2016, 4:27 pm

(11-26-2016 10:24 AM)LoveInSpain Wrote: &nbsp;It's a ploy of many women who cheat to mirror
their guilt. (I know; I've shagged loads of married women in my younger years). They are never to
blame for acting the slut, it's always that the husband is crap in bed, doesn't pay her enough
attention, doesn't get on with her family, etc etc. And the most common cause; to subconsciously
justify their actions, they make believe that their husband is cheating, or he cheated on her first.
She'll do / say / invent anything to save her being branded a slut.
"Leave you next summer"? Sure, her lover has probably promised to leave his wife before then. But
she won't swing to that branch until she's 100% sure of it. I've seen it all before. She's planned her
future down to the last detail.
I hope I'm wrong, but you should really be looking for the root cause of her behavior. If you feel like
you can handle an ugly disclosure, then you might be able to squeeze it out of her with Cohesion,
but wear it away from your own face or you'll end up blabbing to her your own insecurities. Apart
from that, man up, Cops + BW / Ascend, let her know that her insecure behavior is unacceptable
and is actually driving you to do what she has accused you of. And start building a social life outside
of your home. It will help you a lot now and even more after she's gone.
I understand that there are kids involved, but that can only influence your decision up to a certain
red line. I wish you the very best.
Now THAT is the kind of "marriage counseling" dude needs....
Would rep but "need to spread the love"
Dblr619 - November 26, 2016, 4:31 pm

.....I've seen, no lived, this movie and know how it ends.

HappyGoSkillfully - November 26, 2016, 4:35 pm

it already ended
in her mind
and all it takes is for one to end it
no matter how much the other ...
Dblr619 - November 26, 2016, 4:42 pm

(11-26-2016 8:02 AM)DavidWebb Wrote: &nbsp;what's up assholes! haha. I'm not feeling any way
about the way you guys responded, because I chalk it up to bro talk. We're in the men's forum
speaking like men and it's all good.
I don't regret posting anything. What you guys have to say are your opinions and it's on me to
interpret it and ultimately up to me take action.
I said it before, as of late I have been acting a bit beta because honestly I've NEVER been in this
position. I'm not up her ass all the time, but it is enough to be considered beta behavior. Had it been
a gf or wife w/o kids, I wouldn't GAF. But this is different due to the kids and I don't want this ship to
continue sinking.
As for acting as if there are other women or actually being with other women, that would only make
things worse because it is what got us here in the first place. She is under the impression that I was
cheating on her. So, it would be best if I only ACTED as if there were other females, just to give that
vibe off. In other words, there can't be any concrete evidence, but def have to be
As to other suggestions to be alpha and not GAF, those are viable options. Not ghost her
completely but def show her I have more value, by not GAF and alpha/cops/socials
No, dumbass(since we're name calling)this isn't "bro-talk" it's straight woman gospel.
The truth and logic of what you are being told doesn't require your belief to be true. Some things
just "are" and human nature (man or woman) is one of those things.
You'll figure it out when you're living in a hovel, paying all her bills, getting to "visit" YOUR kids,
while the reason for her "trust issues" is fucking her cross-eyed in your old house/bed....
Time to stop b.s.'ING
Let her get a whiff of some SOB and another girls perfume on you....
You MUST control the frame or your life is gonna get hit by the hurricane that is a woman's cruel
heart.
Dblr619 - November 26, 2016, 4:49 pm

(11-26-2016 11:35 AM)HappyGoSkillfully Wrote: &nbsp;it already ended
in her mind
and all it takes is for one to end it
no matter how much the other ...
Yes sir, you hit it on the head
Dblr619 - November 26, 2016, 6:53 pm

(11-26-2016 10:20 AM)IAmGoddess Wrote: &nbsp;If that's the case then, I second the trust blends
again. This post sounds like you care more about a positive end result which I see as good.
Whether you stay together or separate, you want to have some sort of trustful bond with the mother

of your children.
I naturally feel defensive about some of the other comments here...as they show that some men are
suggesting crude and frankly weak solutions. I hope being a husband and father, you know better
than to take some of the advice that encourages you to act without integrity. You have a duty to take
care of your own happiness, but never at the direct expense of others. However if something is at
your own expense you absolutely should walk away and take care of you. Your children need to see
that if mommy and daddy split, they still care about and regard each other as good people.
I'm sure you already know what I'm saying..
Btw, I wholly believe love is never lost between two people. It's only ever obscured by issues. If you
want to stay with her, make it your ultimate intention. What I'm saying is, don't be one of those guys
who is hoping for his relationship to work but feels worried so is looking at other options, other
women, just in case.
NEVER take the advice of a woman on the subject of women.....EVER.
RussianWolf - November 26, 2016, 10:15 pm

TMI from Love Potion. Connections from XS, or Hypnotica from LAL would really help her and you
to really open up.
That's honestly your best bet.
Dblr619 - November 26, 2016, 11:16 pm

(11-26-2016 5:15 PM)RussianWolf Wrote: &nbsp;TMI from Love Potion. Connections from XS, or
Hypnotica from LAL would really help her and you to really open up.
That's honestly your best bet.
Absolutely
Be prepared for what you may hear though...
leon333 - November 27, 2016, 9:18 am

(11-26-2016 12:13 AM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;True that!!!! Lol.
I honestly hope and wish he's gonna work things out.
See this is why I always say am NEVER gonna get married. What a massive SACK'A premium red
wine. Seeing the same face every morning when I wake up??? NOOOO waaaaay.
But hey, no disrespect for the married couples. Am only saying what "I" feel about it.

i like your theory
DrChocolate - November 27, 2016, 9:33 am

(11-27-2016 4:18 AM)leon333 Wrote: &nbsp;i like your theory

Haaa. Thanks. When there's a million of other options, why should u get stuck with only one?
Syvient - November 27, 2016, 10:07 am

David Webb, coming from a father that lost it all, you will have to accept that you may not be the
problem.

Not to dig into your personal, but here we are, has she given any indication as to the problem. If
you have given
no reason for her to question your loyalty then where is this coming from? Previous experiences
possibly?
I screwed around on my first wife eons ago and got to where I was disgusted with myself. That was
in 1999.
To this day no matter who the dude is she refuses to trust them. You need couples therapy dude.
Only
chance you got at this point. The sooner the better really.
As for pheromones, I would recommend any set that will induce trust, safety, and openness.
Wolf has worked for me in the past to get folks to open up and talk about shit they don't want
to share, but understand this first, (gonna quote a sentence from a book I read recently) "Once you
hear what the root of the problem is you cannot unhear it."
It may be something that is unfixable. It may simply be the death of her love for you.
Be careful. Wolf is great for recovery from a break up also LoL! I swear I don't work for LAL
but I only have experience with their products so far.
Good Luck buddy, I hope your only going through rough waters and you guys stay afloat.
Dblr619 - November 27, 2016, 3:10 pm

In this thread and the other one you posted in Wolf seems to be a all around miracle mone.
Apparently it does everything!
theLaw - November 27, 2016, 3:28 pm

(11-27-2016 5:07 AM)Syvient Wrote: &nbsp;David Webb, coming from a father that lost it all, you
will have to accept that you may not be the problem.
Not to dig into your personal, but here we are, has she given any indication as to the problem. If
you have given
no reason for her to question your loyalty then where is this coming from? Previous experiences
possibly?
I screwed around on my first wife eons ago and got to where I was disgusted with myself. That was
in 1999.
To this day no matter who the dude is she refuses to trust them. You need couples therapy dude.
Only
chance you got at this point. The sooner the better really.
As for pheromones, I would recommend any set that will induce trust, safety, and openness.
Wolf has worked for me in the past to get folks to open up and talk about shit they don't want
to share, but understand this first, (gonna quote a sentence from a book I read recently) "Once you
hear what the root of the problem is you cannot unhear it."
It may be something that is unfixable. It may simply be the death of her love for you.
Be careful. Wolf is great for recovery from a break up also LoL! I swear I don't work for LAL
but I only have experience with their products so far.
Good Luck buddy, I hope your only going through rough waters and you guys stay afloat.

Looks like Shawnie is back!!!

DrChocolate - November 27, 2016, 3:33 pm

Damn it. I thought he's legit. I was gonna buy a whole heap'a LAL products.
Dblr619 - November 27, 2016, 3:51 pm

I think Androcles has a point with his post in this thread too.
After reading his post, I went to pxs site and LO AND BEHOLD, xist in both carriers is back in
stock!!!!!
What a coincidence.................
BigDickBandit420 - November 27, 2016, 4:25 pm

(11-27-2016 10:28 AM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;Looks like Shawnie is back!!!

Look on the bright side. If Gary hired someone to promote his products today, 5)3 store should start
working very soon.
Syvient - November 27, 2016, 5:29 pm

(11-27-2016 10:10 AM)Dblr619 Wrote: &nbsp;In this thread and the other one you posted in Wolf
seems to be a all around miracle mone. Apparently it does everything!
Yea, I plainly said that the only experience I have had with a Pheromone product was AV and Wolf.
I do not believe they
are the best or end all be all. If you gonna jump on someone
for posting on your forum as fake then why have a public forum?
Dblr619 - November 27, 2016, 5:34 pm

(11-27-2016 12:29 PM)Syvient Wrote: &nbsp;Yea, I plainly said that the only experience I have had
with a Pheromone product was AV and Wolf. I do not believe they
are the best or end all be all. If you gonna jump on someone
for posting on your forum as fake then why have a public forum?
Hahahaha, "jumped on"
How's your WiFi reception under your bridge?
DavidWebb - November 28, 2016, 2:26 pm

what's up all!
so I decided to move out! Wife and I are going to work out the schedule for the kids and I'll be out
by the weekend. I know I'll be with my kids every day, as I drop off/pick up them from daycare and
that's fine with me.
Thanks all for your comments/suggestions.
andromun - November 28, 2016, 5:54 pm

(11-28-2016 9:26 AM)DavidWebb Wrote: &nbsp;what's up all!
so I decided to move out! Wife and I are going to work out the schedule for the kids and I'll be out
by the weekend. I know I'll be with my kids every day, as I drop off/pick up them from daycare and
that's fine with me.

Thanks all for your comments/suggestions.
Reading your post was tough, I mean it seems that you're a good dude but your wife just shut you
out. I mean you never cheated and for whatever reason she decides to pull back.
You guys really do need couples therapy and mones WON'T help. The only thing I can think of is 2
things:
A) You're verbally abusive towards her and just don't realize it and she just drifted away from you
emotionally.
B) She suffered from some sort of trauma when she was young. Divorced parents, her parents
were abusive, an old boyfriend fucked with her so bad she never recovered.
Not sure what to tell you, your primary job is your kids. Secondary, see if she's willing to go through
couples therapy and dive into what her deal is.
DavidWebb - November 28, 2016, 6:15 pm

(11-28-2016 12:54 PM)andromun Wrote: &nbsp;Reading your post was tough, I mean it seems that
you're a good dude but your wife just shut you out. I mean you never cheated and for whatever
reason she decides to pull back.
You guys really do need couples therapy and mones WON'T help. The only thing I can think of is 2
things:
A) You're verbally abusive towards her and just don't realize it and she just drifted away from you
emotionally.
B) She suffered from some sort of trauma when she was young. Divorced parents, her parents
were abusive, an old boyfriend fucked with her so bad she never recovered.
Not sure what to tell you, your primary job is your kids. Secondary, see if she's willing to go through
couples therapy and dive into what her deal is.
thanks brother.
Def not verbal abuse, it's some other behaviors that I had that caused certain feelings. We never
worked on resolving how she felt about them so they only became stronger. This lead to not trusting
me and that's where we are now. She loves me and cares for me, but at the moment it is not
enough for her to work on the relationship. Thankfully we haven't divorced yet. (looking at the
positive, not being naive)
The kids are def my primary job. For now I'll worry about and becoming a better man. Maybe she
will come around, maybe she won't. I haven't given up completely on the marriage/relationship, but
at the moment I have to be more concerned with the kids and myself.
Dblr619 - November 28, 2016, 7:15 pm

That's rough dude
Hopefully your absence makes her heart grow fonder
I hope for the best for you and your family
DavidWebb - November 28, 2016, 7:45 pm

(11-28-2016 2:15 PM)Dblr619 Wrote: &nbsp;That's rough dude
Hopefully your absence makes her heart grow fonder
I hope for the best for you and your family
Thank you for the kind words.
It is rough, but it is the best decision and I'm up for the challenge. Hopefully she will come around.

LoveInSpain - November 28, 2016, 8:27 pm

It must have been a hard decision but it's the only way if you want to save either your marriage or
your dignity.
I understand that you don't want to go into too much detail regarding the "reasons" why she lost her
trust in you, but perhaps some more info might help. Many of us on this board have been to hell and
back and might be able to offer some specific advice.
Other than that, get yourself some alpha products, some subs (there's some free download links
somewhere on this forum), and start to build yourself back up. Once she sees a new, confident you,
and you are not there for her day and night, it might rebuild her attraction towards you. Attraction is
100X more powerful than any counselling. You can't reason with a woman so that she becomes
attracted to you, but you can ignite it by pushing the right buttons in the right sequence. And without
attraction the best which you can hope for is a marriage of convenience.
But if she is emotionally involved with someone else, even this probably wouldn't help, though if this
were the case there would be nothing worth fixing anyway.
Take care.
DavidWebb - November 30, 2016, 4:20 pm

(11-28-2016 3:27 PM)LoveInSpain Wrote: &nbsp;It must have been a hard decision but it's the only
way if you want to save either your marriage or your dignity.
I understand that you don't want to go into too much detail regarding the "reasons" why she lost her
trust in you, but perhaps some more info might help. Many of us on this board have been to hell and
back and might be able to offer some specific advice.
Other than that, get yourself some alpha products, some subs (there's some free download links
somewhere on this forum), and start to build yourself back up. Once she sees a new, confident you,
and you are not there for her day and night, it might rebuild her attraction towards you. Attraction is
100X more powerful than any counselling. You can't reason with a woman so that she becomes
attracted to you, but you can ignite it by pushing the right buttons in the right sequence. And without
attraction the best which you can hope for is a marriage of convenience.
But if she is emotionally involved with someone else, even this probably wouldn't help, though if this
were the case there would be nothing worth fixing anyway.
Take care.
Thanks for the response. You're correct, it was difficult but it was the right decision and that makes
it easier to take. As you mentioned, it allows me to save my dignity and an opportunity to save my
marriage. It also gives me the opportunity to concentrate on myself, at least in the immediate future,
and work on bettering myself. Which I think is the more important reason to do this. My wife noticing
the changes and becoming attracted is a byproduct (at least for now).
As for the details I don't want to get into; my wife assumes I've emotionally cheated on her. During
our 6-7 yr relationship, I've received texts from female friends that aren't "kosher" (thankfully, I've
never received any pics of any sort) and have been on the phone with other female friends. These
instances have occurred less than 4-6 times and every time there has been a valid reason for the
receipt of such text (not meant for me or client asking to "link up" since they had a free day) or being
on the call. However, since it has happened more than once, my credibility has diminished to the
point where she doesn't believe me. Additionally, I used to to keep my phone on me at all times (old
habit, haven't that I have changed in the past 4 months) and never left it lying around. I understand

where she is coming from, but it isn't the best position to be in for me (duh). She has trust issues,
obviously, but as a couple we never really fully addressed them. As mentioned in prior posts, our
day to day interactions go very smoothly and this lead to "sweeping things under the rug". These
trust issues most likely have evolved (evidently) and possibly have created other problems (self
esteem, etc.)
To answer the inquiry about the possibility of her involvement with another person, I know 100%
that she isn't. I had a talk with my wife the other night, after she had taken an Ambien and she
spilled all the beans. (Ambien = better than IH or any other mone!!! lmao)
On to questions on mones. Since I am in the midst of working on myself, for me first and the good
of my kids. I know a few alpha mones have been suggested. My question is then, do I want work
with an alpha mone that is more congruent to my personality or one that is slightly off (ie more
"alpha")?I was thinking of trying Ascend, NO COPS.
I'll look into subs as well, that sounds very interesting.
LoveInSpain - December 1, 2016, 10:49 pm

David, if what you are saying about the background of this problem is fully accurate, then there is an
underlying root cause which is provoking her over the top reaction to normal events . It could be that
she experienced some serious issues before she was with you, or more likely, she is no longer
attracted to you is possibly attracted to someone else, and is seeking ways to project her own guilt.
Don't rely on any pill or mone to get her to open up 100%. Women don't even know what they want,
how the hell are they going to tell someone else?
Regarding mone products, in my experience, don't underestimate or misunderstand Cops. They
work below the radar and can be your best friend. I use them every day, with my GF and my
FFWBs, although none of them expect to be my "exclusive", none have demonstrated jealousy. In
my own case, 1 or 2 drops spread over my tackle works great, slow, steady diffusion and no stink
where it shouldn't be. Women stick to you like glue and sex is ramped up, mutually.
It combos well with just about anything. BW is slightly more vibrant, Ascend slightly warmer with a
sexual flavour. BW + Cops + GOA is my favourite current everyday combo (BW on the neck, GOA
on the back of my hands, Desire Me on my balls).
I hope this helps.
DavidWebb - December 2, 2016, 3:55 pm

(12-01-2016 5:49 PM)LoveInSpain Wrote: &nbsp;David, if what you are saying about the
background of this problem is fully accurate, then there is an underlying root cause which is
provoking her over the top reaction to normal events . It could be that she experienced some serious
issues before she was with you, or more likely, she is no longer attracted to you is possibly
attracted to someone else, and is seeking ways to project her own guilt. Don't rely on any pill or
mone to get her to open up 100%. Women don't even know what they want, how the hell are they
going to tell someone else?
Regarding mone products, in my experience, don't underestimate or misunderstand Cops. They
work below the radar and can be your best friend. I use them every day, with my GF and my
FFWBs, although none of them expect to be my "exclusive", none have demonstrated jealousy. In
my own case, 1 or 2 drops spread over my tackle works great, slow, steady diffusion and no stink
where it shouldn't be. Women stick to you like glue and sex is ramped up, mutually.
It combos well with just about anything. BW is slightly more vibrant, Ascend slightly warmer with a

sexual flavour. BW + Cops + GOA is my favourite current everyday combo (BW on the neck, GOA
on the back of my hands, Desire Me on my balls).
I hope this helps.
Thanks for the response.
I know for a fact that she has experienced a traumatic event in the past, one of her family members
was murdered due to similar circumstances.
I'll look further into BW. If anything, I'll wear it for a month or so in order to establish that vibe and
slowly move over to ascend or just stay with BW if it has the desired effect. This will def help me
establish my new vibe. Since I will continue to see my wife at least every other day (pickup or drop
off kids), even if it's for 30 min, I want her to feel and notice a difference. My intention is to
eventually(a few months down the road) attempt to ignite/rebuild the attraction and romance with my
wife. I may be moving out and acting like I don't GAF, but I'd prefer things work out with my wife. If
God forbid things don't work out, I know I'll be fine.
Thanks all for their insight and support. This community has been real supportive.
Don Juan DeMarco - December 6, 2016, 1:35 am

Wow, this forum has changed since my last visit.
I would suggest staying away from Cops if your wife has trust issues that will only make things
worse.
Only use Alpha mones if you are Beta or feel that you no longer have an established alpha
dominance or demeaner about you in the relationship. But be careful that may appear to give a
more Macho attitude to someone who feels alienated, sensitive and vulnerable.
I am far from an expert and everyone's chemistry and health is different but I would really suggest
you start with subliminals to work on your self, mones will only mask what you lack and it's not a
permanent solution but you have slowly change and improve what you lack and the subs will
definitely help.
Secondly, start all over again as if you have just met her. Since there are underlying issues I'd go
with GOA and slowly escalate to something like Escape the FZ or Xist and depending on her
reactions you can then proceed to something sexual. But I think you need more mones like GOA,
connections, or any other mone to create trust.
Right now you have to regain her trust not make her fall in love or want to have sex because that is
probably not the problem. Those feelings are already there just overshadowed by her lack of trust.
Lastly, if you really want to make things work then she also needs some sort of counseling to work
on any insecurities or trus issues. It could be as simple as you not giving enough attention to her,
feeling insecure or unattractive or a vitamin deficiency. In some cases its a hormone imbalance, or
an underlying health condition like depression etc.
Good luck, take what you can from my post and discard the rest. Not everything is set in stone and
what everyone posts here is only opinions as everyone is entitled to one but only you can decide
what you take as advice.
TheBoss - December 6, 2016, 9:33 pm

Just a quick comment, resembling all the wise heads !
Remember, XIST is not just spray and run and hit and done... It requires multiple exposures,
patience... and you to actually be a better version of yourself.. not for anyone elses sake than your
own...
Become a better person for your own sake, when you get the girl, keep being awesome.. don't

settle down and be boring... for your own sake.. Live a little ;) !
And yeah.. 5 rounds ups 1 hour each isn't necessarily enough.. keep it going on.. and be patient...
Good things (can) take time...
JStoneM - December 11, 2016, 5:16 am

I agree with the above. My sample spray of XIST is slowly working its magic, and I'm being less
aggressive. I'm usually pretty loud and opinionated, but I've cooled it down not just for girls but for
myself. Even I was getting tired of me.

